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A B S T R A C T   

The initiation of geomorphic hazards in mountainous environments is highly susceptible to temperature and 
precipitation forcing. To assess future changes in these hazards, statistical methods linking meteorological 
anomalies with the occurrence of past hazards can be employed. These methods are currently trained using long 
records from in-situ meteorological stations. This requires large efforts for data access, collection and homoge-
nisation, which severely limit the scalability of these approaches. Here, we use a consolidated statistical method 
and a vast catalogue of geomorphic hazards occurred across the Alpine range to show that open-access datasets 
of gridded temperature and satellite-based precipitation estimates can be used as surrogates of in-situ observa-
tions. Further, we find that satellite data can capture precipitation anomalies leading to debris flows that are 
missed by in-situ observations.   

1. Introduction 

The potential impact of climate change on geomorphic hazards in 
mountainous areas is a major concern for natural systems and society 
(Hock et al., 2019). In fact, temperature and precipitation are among the 
main drivers of geomorphic hazards at high-elevations (Chiarle et al., 
2021; Guzzetti et al., 2008; Stoffel et al., 2014). Rising air temperatures 
can destabilise glacierized slopes, as recently seen in the Marmolada 
disaster of July 2022 (Bondesan and Francese, 2023), as well as non- 
glacierized slopes, by reducing snow and ice cover and degrading 
permafrost (Beniston et al., 2018; Chiarle et al., 2021). Glacial retreat 
exposes sediments which could be mobilised by incoming precipitation. 
Changes in precipitation patterns may alter the frequency of 
precipitation-induced hazards such as landslides and debris flows 
(Gariano and Guzzetti, 2016). These concerns are particularly critical at 
high altitudes because precipitation and temperature are expected to 
change with rates that depend on elevation (e.g., Pepin et al., 2015; 
Dimri et al., 2022), because monitoring networks are less dense, and 
because large uncertainties still characterise the projections of heavy 
precipitation at the local scales (Coe and Godt, 2012; Guerreiro et al., 
2018). This limits our ability to observe and predict changes in the 
occurrence of geomorphic hazards in mountainous areas. 

Large research attention is devoted to the characterization and 
modelling of the physical conditions leading to the initiation of 
geomorphic hazards in mountainous areas (Gariano and Guzzetti, 2016; 
Mostbauer et al., 2018; Prenner et al., 2018; Schneuwly-Bollschweiler 
and Stoffel, 2012; Stoffel et al., 2014). However, current global earth 
system models come short at providing accurate information on tem-
perature and precipitation at the scale relevant for many of these haz-
ards, and high-resolution models able to represent these scales are 
computationally intensive and only provide short simulations for few 
emission scenarios (Kendon et al., 2017; Fosser et al., 2020). These is-
sues make the use of physical approaches rather uncertain when it 
comes to future projections (Alvioli et al., 2018; Peres and Cancelliere, 
2018; Rianna et al., 2020). Statistical approaches can be used as alter-
natives. For example, statistical methods were recently proposed to 
identify relations between temperature and precipitation at multiple 
scales and the triggering of different mass-wasting processes (Allen and 
Huggel, 2013; Paranunzio et al., 2019, 2015). These studies point to the 
possible use of meteorological anomalies calculated with respect to 
present climate conditions as a tool to identify the likely initiation 
and/or preparatory phase of geomorphic hazards at high elevations 
(Bajni et al., 2021; Paranunzio et al., 2016; Savi et al., 2021). In fact, 
meteorological anomalies are easier to derive from earth system model 
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simulations than physical variables, because they are less sensitive to 
systematic biases and scale mismatch issues. These approaches may thus 
help us predicting future risks related to geomorphic hazards in high 
mountains. 

Current statistical approaches require accurate catalogues of past 
hazardous events, sometimes coupled with information on events non- 
occurrence (Leonarduzzi et al., 2017; Macciotta et al., 2015; Steger 
et al., 2022), and are usually based on information from meteorological 
stations located in proximity of each observed hazardous event (Para-
nunzio et al., 2016). This comes with two important drawbacks. First, 
collecting in-situ observations can be very demanding. Reference sta-
tions with sufficiently long records of precipitation and temperature 
need to be identified for each event. This is already a challenging task, 
especially for precipitation monitoring in mountainous areas, given that 
the Earth's surface is covered by rain gauges unevenly (Kidd et al., 
2017). Then, data from each station need to be collected from the 
responsible authority, quality-controlled, homogenised and stored. On 
top of this, restrictive policies often impede the sharing of the meteo-
rological databases, making it difficult to compare the results of different 
methods (e.g., Mazzoglio et al., 2022). Second, when available, in-situ 
observations at high-elevations are sparse. In particular, rain gauge 
inter-distances in operational networks are much larger than the typical 
scales of variability of heavy convective precipitation (Marra et al., 
2016; Villarini et al., 2008). This causes rain gauges to underestimate or 
even completely miss precipitation events that led to the initiation of 
serious hazards (Nikolopoulos et al., 2015a; Paranunzio et al., 2016). 
This is less of a problem for temperature, as temperature gradients are 
rather smooth and information for high-elevations can be interpolated 
rather accurately using lapse rates. For example, it was shown that at 
high elevations interpolated gridded temperatures could provide 
improved information over model reanalyses (Scherrer, 2020). Overall, 
the use of ground observations strongly limits the possibility to analyse 
ungauged or sparsely gauged regions, to quickly examine new hazards 
inventories and extend available inventories, and to compare the results 
of different methods; in addition, ground precipitation observations can 
lead to systematic biases in the quantification of the precipitation con-
ditions leading to some geomorphic hazards. These are the gaps we try 
to address with this study. 

Distributed information from quasi-global open-access gridded 
datasets are now available for both precipitation and temperature. They 
cover periods of over 20 years, and have already been used in the 
context of geomorphic hazards initiation (Brunetti et al., 2021; Hand-
werger et al., 2022; Nikolopoulos et al., 2017; Nissen et al., 2022; Rossi 
et al., 2017; Schlögel et al., 2020). They may represent an alternative to 
ground observations in the case of statistical methods based on meteo-
rological anomalies, because these approaches are less affected by sys-
tematic estimation errors. 

Here, we take advantage of a consolidated statistical approach for 
the detection of climate-induced geomorphic hazard (Paranunzio et al., 
2019, 2016, 2015) and of a vast database of geomorphic hazards 
occurred at high elevations (> 1500 m a.s.l.) across the Alpine range 
(Guerini et al., 2021; Paranunzio et al., 2019). We aim at demonstrating 
the potential of open access gridded datasets as a surrogate for in-situ 
observations for wide-scale applications in the framework of geomor-
phic hazards studies in complex and scarcely instrumented mountain 
terrain regions. Specifically, we investigate whether two commonly used 
open gridded datasets can be used as a surrogate of ground observations 
for the detection of meteorological anomalies leading to the initiation of 
geomorphic hazards at high-elevations. In this framework, we verify 
whether satellite-based and interpolated estimates can outperform 
model-based products, ERA5 in our case, in the detection of significant 
meteorological anomalies and compared them to estimates derived from 
ground observations. Further, we check whether these datasets can 
improve the quality of precipitation information in cases in which in-situ 
measurements fail to detect an anomaly, such as the relevant case of 
debris flows triggered by small-scale convective systems. 

2. Study area 

The Italian Alps represent the southernmost portion of the European 
Alpine chain, which extends from W to E from the Mediterranean Sea 
(Franco-Italian border) stretching eastward for about 1200 km to 
Slovenia. The area covered in this study is about 52,000 km2, which 
corresponds to approximately 27% of the European Alps, and has an 
average elevation of 2500 m a.s.l. (Fig. 1). The morphologic and 
geologic settings strongly influence the proneness of alpine slopes to 
failure. The tectonic units of the European Alps are composed of four 
parts: Penninic, Helvetic, Eastern, and Southern Alpine. The western 
sector tends to be more compressed than the eastern sector due to the 
collision between the European and African plates. Consequently, the 
eastern sector has the greatest diameter while the western sector hosts 
the highest peaks. The Southern Alpine sector is divided by the other 
three by the Periadriatic (Insubric) lineament. The crystalline basement 
is overlapped by Permian volcanic rocks and Mesozoic sediments 
(limestones, dolomites, and volcano-detritic facies). The Periadriatic 
Fault divides the Southern Alpine from the other three sectors (Dal Piaz 
et al., 2003). The Dolomites relief is mainly composed by Mesozoic 
sediments with peaks up to 3400 m a.s.l.. The Western Italian Alps is 
characterized by Penninic nappes and mainly composed of limestones, 
gneiss and granites with peaks up to 4800 m a.sl. 

From the climatic point of view, the alpine region is characterized by 
a high variability of temperature and precipitation at local and regional 
scale (Auer et al., 2007), which are even enhanced in the Italian alpine 
region, where local atmospheric patterns interact with a highly complex 
physiography (Nikolopoulos et al., 2015b; Toreti et al., 2013). At the 
regional scale, the climate regimes of the Eastern and Western Italian 
Alps differ significantly. The minimum-maximum annual air tempera-
ture range in the reference period 1981–2010 is − 3◦/5◦ in the Western 
Alps and − 1◦/8◦ in the Eastern Alps, whereas mean annual precipitation 
is around 1050 and 850 mm respectively. 

The glacial and periglacial environment is experiencing an increase 
in geomorphic hazards, due to cryosphere changes because of air tem-
perature increase (Chiarle et al., 2022), and to an already ongoing 
enhancement of convective precipitation extremes (Dallan et al., 2022; 
Libertino et al., 2019). Moreover, many alpine valleys are facing a rapid 
urbanisation, with increasing development pressure in terms of people 
and goods transport. To date, the Italian Alps host >14 million people 
and, with about 80 million tourists per year, are among the most visited 
regions in the world. This leads to an even growing exposure for resident 
people and tourists to natural hazards. 

3. Data 

3.1. Events catalogues 

We rely on two main catalogues of geomorphic hazardous events:  

(1) the catalogue published by Paranunzio et al. (2019), for which in- 
situ records are available. This dataset is used to compare the 
results obtained using gridded open datasets with the ones from 
in-situ observations;  

(2) an extended dataset obtained integrating the dataset at (1) with 
the dataset published in Guerini et al. (2021) and a small cata-
logue of 30 slope instability events from CNR-IRPI archives 
(Nigrelli et al., 2023). This dataset, which represents an updated 
version of the catalogues by Paranunzio et al. (2019) and Guerini 
et al. (2021), is here analysed using open gridded products only. 

The three data sources used for the catalogue at (2) were derived 
using the same survey methodology and were subjected to the same 
quality control procedures (Paranunzio et al., 2019). They can be thus 
considered homogeneous. The original information on event occurrence 
and location comes from several sources, including regional 
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environmental agencies, journal articles, fire brigade reports, technical 
documentation of the internal archives of the CNR-IRPI, and newspapers 
(see Paranunzio et al., 2019 for further details). Events were assigned 
codes based on the spatial and temporal accuracies. Code 1 means that 
the initiation area is exact and punctual; 2 is referred to an accurate 
geolocation of the initiation area (<500 m); 3 is referred to an indicative 
geolocation of the initiation area (500 m – 2 km). Hazards with lower 
spatial accuracy is not included in the catalogue. Most of the debris flows 
are assigned codes 2 and 3, since information on the exact initiation 
point is not available. In terms of temporal accuracy, code 1 is assigned 
when the date (and hour occasionally) of the detachment is known, 
whereas 2 and 3 when the week (or few days period) or only the month 
(or 30-days period) are known respectively. We limit our analysis to 
events for which the exact date of occurrence is known at least with 
temporal accuracy 1 (daily) and spatial accuracy from 1 to 3. Further 
details on the inclusion criteria of the events in the catalogue are 
detailed in Paranunzio et al. (2019) and in Guerini et al. (2021). 

In total, the dataset at (2) consists of 483 events, of which 358 belong 
to the dataset (1). These events all occurred in the Italian Alps, above 
1500 m a.s.l., in the period 2000–2020 (Fig. 1). The exact type of process 
was reported wherever available; the dataset includes debris flows 
(126), rockfalls (190), blockfalls (72), complex landslides (10), ice av-
alanches (4), ice falls (2), and glacial lake outburst floods (2). When 
information on the type of process was not available, the slope failure 
was classified generically as “landslide” (77). For some events, however, 
the data availability was limited, due to missing values in the ground 
observations, so that the actual number of events available for analyses 

of dataset (1) is sometimes lower. It is worth noting that the catalogue is 
not exhaustive. In fact, the availability of information affects the spatial 
distribution of the events in the catalogue, especially for remote high- 
mountain regions where information on slope failures are often 
incomplete. Moreover, most of the events are reported during summer, 
due to the higher human presence in these areas during this season. 
Overall, while we assume that each point in the map corresponds to a 
single slope failure event, it cannot be excluded that other not-reported 
events occurred. Nevertheless, our methodological approach does not 
require the dataset to be complete. It is worth noting that most events 
have been documented in the last decade with an increasing trend to-
ward 2020. 

3.2. In-situ observations 

In situ-observations of precipitation and temperature are available 
only for the catalogue in Paranunzio et al. (2019), and are derived from 
123 weather stations managed by different local and regional environ-
mental agencies (see details in Paranunzio et al., 2019). Observations 
were first validated by the responsible agencies and further quality- 
checked. We use observations of i) daily mean, minimum and 
maximum 2-m air temperature; ii) daily total precipitation (sum of 
liquid and solid precipitation). Mean, minimum and maximum tem-
perature over multi-day periods are computed as the average of the 
respective daily values, while precipitation amounts over multi-day 
periods are computed as the sum of the daily amounts. In-situ obser-
vations are here used as a benchmark to test the ability of the open 

Fig. 1. Study area and location of the 483 events in the catalogue. The events occurred in the Italian Alps in the period 2000–2020 above 1500 m a.s.l.. The 
percentage of events included in each process typology out of the total has been indicated in the legend. Coordinates are in WGS 84. A modified version of 30-m 
SRTM DEM of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) of the U.S. Department of De-
fense has been exploited (Farr and Kobrick, 2000). 
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gridded datasets to represent the relevant meteorological anomalies. On 
average, in-situ observations are available for a period of 20 years. 

The interested reader can find all the details about the collection and 
elaboration of in-situ information in Paranunzio et al. (2019). 

3.3. Open gridded datasets 

We focus here on two open gridded datasets that can be easily 
accessed by any researcher interested in the topic. We chose observa-
tional datasets over high-resolution model reanalyses in order to (a) 
keep our analyses as much related to observations as possible, (b) avoid 
potential biases related to model characteristics and performance, and 
(c) use datasets which are available with homogeneous data handling 
and format over very large areas. The characteristics of observational 
datasets are particularly important for the case of convective precipi-
tation, a major trigger of geomorphic hazards, because climate models 
able to resolve convective processes are not yet vastly available, still do 
not resolve shallow convection, and cannot properly represent the 
location and track of convective cells due to the low intrinsic predict-
ability of local-scale atmospheric dynamics (Fosser et al., 2020; Kendon 
et al., 2021). A comparison with ERA5 has been performed to assess the 
performance of satellite and interpolated gridded products over model 
reanalysis in capturing significant meteorological anomalies in the lead- 
up of the events. Time series of E-OBS, IMERG and ERA5 considered in 
this study cover the period 2000–2020 and thus provide a temporal 
coverage consistent with the one of in-situ observations. 

3.3.1. IMERG 
The satellite rainfall dataset considered in this study is the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’s Integrated Multi- 
satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) version 6 Final Run (Huffman 
et al., 2020; NASA, 2023a; Tan et al., 2018). IMERG represents the state- 
of-the-art for what concerns the estimation of precipitation from space 
and is freely accessible from the NASA data repositories (NASA GES 
DISC service, NASA, 2023b). It has 0.1◦ spatial resolution and 30 min 
temporal resolution with quasi-global coverage (60◦S-60◦N). The Final 
Run is released with a latency of a few months. The product combines 
retrievals from passive microwave and infrared channels, calibrated 
using the spaceborne radar onboard the GPM core satellites and adjusted 
using ground observations on a monthly basis. In the last version 6, the 
IMERG algorithm fuses the early precipitation estimates collected dur-
ing the operation of the TRMM satellite (2000–2015) with more recent 
estimates collected during operation of the GPM satellite (2014-pre-
sent), providing a relatively long record (over 20 years) with homoge-
neous data processing. IMERG provides precipitation values at a 30-min 
temporal resolution. In order to get daily resolution comparable to the 
other datasets, the half-hourly precipitation amounts are summed over 
24 h to obtain a daily resolution. As for the case of observations, pre-
cipitation amounts over multi-day periods are computed as the sum of 
these daily amounts. 

3.3.2. E-OBS 
Interpolated gridded temperature datasets were shown to have lower 

systematic errors than reanalysis simulations in the representation of air 
temperature observations in mountainous areas (Scherrer, 2020; 
Schlögel et al., 2020). Here, we use the E-OBS product. E-OBS was 
developed specifically for the European domain as part of the European 
Union Framework 6 ENSEMBLES project (van der Linden and Mitchell, 
2009). E-OBS is freely accessible with open licence from the Copernicus 
Climate Data Store (CDS) (Copernicus Climate Change Service, 2023b). 
It is a daily gridded observational dataset of precipitation, temperature 
and sea level pressure. Quality checked station data supplied by national 
meteorological services were collected within the European Climate 
Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D) initiative. The temperature in E-OBS is 
obtained from interpolation of the station values and is provided as an 
ensemble of equally probable realisations of the variable. A two-stages 

procedure has been adopted to produce the ensemble of daily fields: 
first, daily values are fitted with a deterministic model to capture the 
long-range data spatial trend; then, residuals are interpolated by means 
of a stochastic method to produce the individual ensemble members. 
Different methods have been used to incorporate the environmental 
lapse rate in the last version of the dataset (Cornes et al., 2018). Here, we 
use the ensemble means of the variable of interest, which represent the 
best estimate of a given variable. 

The full dataset covers the period back to 1950 and provides gridded 
information on a 0.1◦ regular grid. Currently, the dataset includes data 
from 3700 temperature stations, and presents a station density higher 
than other gridded datasets based on the National Meteorological and 
Hydrological Services (Cornes et al., 2018), although the number of 
stations available during a given day may be smaller due to data 
availability. The number of stations per pixel are irregularly distributed 
across the continent. Because of its spatial resolution, daily temporal 
aggregation and temporal coverage, E-OBS represents the state-of-the- 
art for what concerns gridded temperature datasets over Europe, and 
is particularly suited for climate-induced impact studies such as the one 
presented here (Nissen et al., 2022; Scherrer, 2020; Van Der Schrier 
et al., 2013). In this work, daily mean, minimum and maximum air 
temperature observations have been considered. As for the case of ob-
servations, mean, minimum and maximum temperature over multi-day 
periods are computed as the average of the respective daily values. 

3.4. Global reanalysis ERA5 

Model reanalyses are largely exploited by the scientific communities 
to e.g., drive regional climate models, monitor variations in atmospheric 
patterns and for land applications. With respect to its predecessor ERA- 
Interim, ERA5 shows a significant improvement in terms of data quality, 
temporal coverage (1950 to present) and spatio-temporal resolution 
(0.25◦, hourly). ERA5 provides data related to a large number of at-
mospheric, sea and land-surface states and variables. ERA5 is publicly 
available online from the CDS (Copernicus Climate Change Service, 
2023b). As illustrated in recent studies (Reder and Rianna, 2021), such 
features make ERA5 suitable for the characterization weather-induced 
historical events in scarcely instrumented areas, and for operational 
purposes. In this study, daily 2 m temperature and total precipitation (i. 
e., the total amount of liquid and frozen water, including rain and snow), 
are used. As for the case of in-situ observations and satellite estimates, 
precipitation amounts over multi-day periods are computed as the sum 
of these daily amounts, while mean temperature over multi-day periods 
is computed as the average of the respective daily values as for E-OBS. 

4. Methods 

4.1. Climate data preparation 

4.1.1. Selection of the weather station and pixel representative for an event 
To identify the most suitable weather stations in the study area, 

following Paranunzio et al. (2016), we considered (i) the horizontal and 
altitudinal distance between the initiation area and the weather station, 
(ii) the temporal coverage of the time series (covering the day of the 
failure), (iii) similarity of the topographic and climatic contexts. First, 
we selected weather stations located in the same valley of the initiation 
area. Second, we relied on stations at a similar altitude and as close as 
possible to the initiation area. A buffer of 20 km was used to guarantee 
the climatic representativeness of the failure area (Rianna et al., 2022). 
Time series with <10 years and discontinuous records were discarded. 
In case of weather stations reporting only one of the needed variables, 
different weather stations meeting the criteria were considered for the 
second variable. This means that, for an individual hazard, precipitation 
and temperature observations may come from different stations. Grid-
ded products provide rainfall and temperature estimates directly over 
the initiation area by retrieving the value of the pixel covering the 
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detachment point. 

4.1.2. Identification of the climate variables 
We focus on precipitation and temperature examined for the location 

of the failure (closest station or pixel corresponding to the failure) and 
aggregated over different time scales, as these variables are (i) easily 
accessible and often recorded by meteorological agencies, and (ii) they 
are known to either increase the local susceptibility to the failure (pre-
paratory) or to act as an actual trigger for the failures. Following pre-
vious studies based on the same statistical approach (Allen and Huggel, 
2013; Paranunzio et al., 2015), we considered mean, minimum and 
maximum temperature (here denoted as T: Tmean, Tmin, Tmax) at 
different temporal scales, and precipitation (sum of liquid and solid 
precipitation, denoted as R) accumulated over different temporal ag-
gregations. Temperature and precipitation information are examined 
over temporal scales of 1 day (the day of the triggering), 7 days (6 days 
prior to the triggering and the day of the triggering), 30 days (29 days 
prior and the day of the triggering) and 90 days (89 days prior and the 
day of the triggering). For R, in order to discern the contribute of pre-
cipitation on the day of the failure from the one of the antecedent 7 days, 
an additional 6-day window (i.e., the 6 days prior to the events, 
excluding the day of the event) has been considered in order to better 
separate the potential impact of short duration precipitation. In-situ 
observations are sourced by different local agencies. As such, the raw 
data availability, also in terms of temporal coverage of the timeseries, 
depends on the region. 

4.2. Identification of the meteorological anomalies 

Preparatory factors act on a relatively long temporal scale (days to 
months) and create conditions that make a possible triggering more 
likely. Triggering factors act on a short temporal scale and provide the 
final push needed for the failure to occur. We aim at identifying mete-
orological anomalies related both to preparatory and triggering factors. 
To do so, we improve over a consolidated statistical-based approach 
(Paranunzio et al., 2019, 2016, 2015). The main purpose of this task is to 
compare the meteorological conditions at the time of the slope failure 
with the local climatology. We compare easily available (being direct 
observations and in terms of data availability) climate variables that are 
expected either to increase the susceptibility to the failure (preparatory) 
or to be actual triggers. Our target is to identify meteorological anom-
alies of these variables associated with the initiation of geomorphic 
hazards. The method is a bottom-up approach i.e., with no a priori in-
formation on the events. The main steps are summarised in the sub-
sections below. 

4.2.1. Quantification of the meteorological anomaly 
The climate variable V at the date of the event is compared with a 

reference sample defined based on the seasonality of the variable. This 
means that T values at the date of the failure are compared with data 
referring to the same period. Variables referring to intermittent pro-
cesses, like R, are instead compared to a sample including the 45 days 
before and 45 days after the date of the failure (91 days in total), to 
extend the reference sample and guarantee robustness of the results. In 
the case of R, days with no precipitation have been removed. Using an 
empirical cumulative probability distribution p(V), we evaluate whether 
anomalous conditions of each climatic variable V occurred in the lead- 
up of the slope failures. Specifically, we compute the non-exceedance 
probability of the value of V and we consider it as a meteorological 
anomaly when p(V) ≤ α/2 or p(V) ≥ 1 − α/2, being α set at α = 0.2. This 
means that we are in presence of a negative/positive anomaly when p(V)
is below/above the 10th/90th percentile. In the case of R, a negative 
anomaly indicates a wet day with amounts of precipitation smaller than 
the typical climatology. Clearly, such anomalies could be caused by 
stochastic natural variability. This happens in around 20% of the cases. 

4.2.2. Statistical significance of the anomalies 
The idea underlying the statistical approach we use (Paranunzio 

et al., 2019) is that a potential influence of a meteorological variable on 
the initiation of a geomorphic hazard would manifest as a climatic 
anomaly, that is an exceedance of a high percentile of the given variable 
or the non-exceedance of a low percentile. Here, specifically, our aim is 
to investigate if open gridded datasets could integrate or surrogate in- 
situ observations in identifying meteorological anomalies. In order to 
assess whether the meteorological anomalies associated to a given 
geomorphic hazard are statistically significant, we test them against the 
null hypothesis of being sampled from a uniform distribution (i.e., only 
random association between the variable and the hazard). To do so, we 
use a Monte Carlo approach in which we randomly sample N values, 
where N is the number of hazards of a given type, from a uniform dis-
tribution (the expected distribution of random percentiles). We compare 
the number of observed anomalies (i.e., exceedances of the 90th 
percentile or non-exceedances of the 10th percentile) with the distri-
bution of anomalies obtained from 106 replications of the uniform dis-
tribution sampling. A number of observed anomalies greater than the 
99th percentile of this distribution or smaller than the 1st percentile 
implies that the likelihood of having the observed anomalies by chance 
is lower than 1% and is here considered as statistically significant to the 
level α = 0.02. 

5. Results 

5.1. Extended geomorphic hazard catalogue 

The extended catalogue consists of 483 events, and includes rockfalls 
(190 events), debris/mud flows (126), blockfalls (72), complex land-
slides (10), ice avalanches (4), glacial lake outburst floods (2), ice falls 
(2) and more generic landslides that were not associated to any of the 
above categories (77). Fig. 2 shows the distribution of these events 
across type of process, season of occurrence and elevation range. As can 
be seen in Fig. 2a, we observe more events in summer (approximately 
45% out of total), followed by spring (32%) and autumn (19.5%). As in 
Fig. 2b, approximately 56% of the rockfalls occurred in the low- 
elevation range (1500–2500 a.s.l.) and 39% in the medium range 
(2500–3500 m a.s.l.). Almost all (94%) debris flows are recorded in the 
low elevation range, as well as landslides (94%) and blockfalls (74%). To 
summarize, most rockfalls occur in summer at medium range elevation 
(39%), whereas spring (33%), autumn (23%) and winter (<5%) rock-
falls occur in the lowest range. Similarly, most debris flows occur in 
summer (approx. 67%), around 20% in spring and 13% in autumn and 
almost all between 1500 and 2500 a.s.l. Blockfalls are distributed 
equally between summer and spring (ranging between 36%–38%), 
whereas landslides are documented mainly in spring (44%) rather than 
summer (32%) and autumn (17%). Less represented geomorphic haz-
ards like ice-related processes (ice fall and ice avalanche) occur in the 
2500–4500 m a.s.l. elevation range, whereas generic landslides events 
are documented mainly in spring at the lowest elevation range, as well 
as complex landslides. In the following, we focus on four types of haz-
ards (blockfalls, rockfalls, debris/mudflows, and generic landslides) for 
which a sufficient sample is available. 

5.2. In-situ versus open gridded datasets 

We computed the non-exceedance probability p(Vk) associated with 
the variable V of the kth event, k = 1…N (being N the number of events) 
for the entire catalogue (2). In order to assess the ability of open gridded 
datasets to represent the distribution of climatic variables associated 
with geomorphic hazards, we compare the obtained distributions with 
the ones derived from observations focusing on the catalogue (1), for 
which in-situ records are available (i.e., in 358 cases out of 483 events) 
(Fig. 3). The same comparison has been performed between ERA5 data 
and in-situ records. Following (Paranunzio et al., 2019), we focus on the 
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temperature variable with the highest availability of data (i.e., Tmean) 
as the most representative. This allows us to simplify the problem by 
reducing the number of representative variables and to minimizing 
redundancy. As such, in Figs. 3–6, Tmin and Tmax have been omitted; 
full results are provided in Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 in the Supporting 
Information. 

To verify whether anomalies in a variable V related to a specific 
geomorphic hazard should be associated with random fluctuations 
rather than meteorological influence, we tested the statistical signifi-
cance of the observed anomalies. This provides us a p-value for the null 
hypothesis that the examined hazard type is not associated with 
anomalies in the examined variable. Figs. 3 to 6 show the results for a 
sample of four E-OBS (Tmean at 1, 7, 30 and 90 day-scale) and five 
IMERG (R at 1,6,7,30 and 90-day scale) variables and nine ERA5 (Tmean 
at 1, 7, 30 and 90 day-scale, R at 1,6,7,30 and 90-day scale) variables on 
catalogue (1) and for the extended geomorphic hazard catalogue (2). 

Here, we report only types of process for which at least 10 events are 
available. Some events were discarded due to data unavailability or 
missing values in the ground observations. The number of anomalies has 
been reported in the upper and lower part of each boxplot. Statistically 
significant (significance level α = 0.02) positive anomalies are shown in 
red, negative in blue, and both negative and positive anomalies in green. 
Results of the comparison between in-situ and gridded-based percentiles 
for catalogue (1) are in Figs 3 and 4 and commented below. 

5.2.1. Blockfalls 
Blockfalls show different patterns in temperature and rainfall per-

centiles at 90-days scale. Gridded-based percentiles return respectively 
negative and positive anomalies where observed percentiles do not 
detect any significant anomaly. Some divergences are detected for 
rainfall anomalies at weekly scale (6–7 days). Even if both datasets 
detect anomalous percentiles, in the case of gridded-based percentiles, 
the distribution of the values is between the 50th and 99th percentile, 

differently from observed-based values, meaning that gridded products 
detected rainfall for which in-situ stations reported almost nothing. This 
occurs also at daily scale for debris/mud flows and generic landslides. 

5.2.2. Debris/mud flows 
In the specific case of debris flow, significant positive anomalies are 

reported in observed-based percentiles of Tmean from 7 to 90-days and 
R at 30 and 90-days scale, which are not detected by gridded products. 

5.2.3. Rockfalls 
Rockfall events show divergences at 7 and 30-days scale in temper-

ature and at 7-days scale in precipitation percentiles. Specifically, 
observed-based 7 and 30-days Tmean anomalies are significantly posi-
tive differently from gridded-based products. On the other side, in 
gridded-based analyses significant positive anomalies in rainfall values 
are detected which are not in the observed ones. ERA5 percentiles of 
Tmean disagree with in-situ and E-OBS records at daily scale data 
(Fig. 4). 

5.2.4. Landslides 
Generic landslides show similar patterns in both gridded and 

observed percentiles. Note that “landslides” includes general processes 
which have not been classified, although results suggest that they are 
mainly rainfall-induced. Here, gridded and observed-based percentiles 
agree. The only exception is represented by daily rainfall. Similar to 
debris/mud flow events, analyses with satellite products return only 
positive anomalies, differently from observed-based and ERA5 percen-
tiles which reported both positive and negative (i.e., very small rain 
amounts) anomalies. ERA5 percentiles do not detect significant positive 
anomalies in rainfall at weekly and monthly scale, differently from with 
IMERG and in-situ data (Fig. 4). 

In addition, quantile-quantile plots have been performed to compare 
probability distributions of the observed against gridded-based percen-

Fig. 2. Spatiotemporal distribution of the geomorphic hazardous events considered in catalogue 2; a) count of events number across type of process and season (DJF: 
December–January-February, MAM: March–April-May, JJA: June–July-August, SON: September–October-November); b) counts of the events across type of process 
and elevation range (1500–2500 m a.s.l., 2500–3500 m a.s.l., 3500–4500 m a.s.l.). 
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tiles' distributions for all analysed variables i.e., Tmean, Tmin, Tmax and 
R (see Figs. S3-S8 in the Supporting Information). This is used as a non- 
parametric approach to visually assess the similarity of the two under-
lying distributions. Temperature shows similar patterns across mean, 
min and max values. In most of the variables, the plot appears linear and 
close to the x = y line, suggesting that the two samples likely come from 
the same distribution. Precipitation at 1 and 7 days are skewed (have 
points far from the diagonal), indicating that one of the distributions has 
heavier tails than the other one. 

When increasing the sample size considerably, as for rockfalls and 
debris/mud flows events (Fig. 5), the significance of the meteorological 
anomalies detected by both in-situ and gridded-based records (Fig. 3) is 
confirmed and, additionally, significant anomalies in additional vari-
ables are revealed, while ERA5 data show some differences (see Fig. 6). 
Temperature anomalies are confirmed to be relevant for rockfalls and 
statistically significant at all temporal scales, as for debris/mud flows. In 
the case of landslides, precipitation demonstrates to be crucial over all 
scales in IMERG-based data while in the ERA5 data the significance is 
limited to longer-term scales. Here, reanalysis data do not detect any 
significant anomaly at daily weekly scale indeed. This is still valid for 
blockfalls, where precipitation anomalies play a role at almost all tem-
poral scales in satellite-based products while reanalyses do not show any 
significant anomaly (Fig. 6a). Long-term (90 days) temperature anom-
alies are statistically significant for rockfalls only in the case of E-OBS- 
based percentiles (Fig. 5d). Short-term (1 day) temperature anomaly are 
significant for landslides and debris/mud flows derived by satellite- 
based products but not for reanalysis (Figs. 5b and 6b). For such pro-
cesses, monthly (30 days) and quarterly-scale (90 days) rainfall seem to 
be no longer significant, as the 90-days temperature anomalies in the 

case of blockfalls. Analysis performed on Tmin and Tmax confirm these 
results and reveal additional significant anomalies. This is the case of 
significant positive anomalies for 7-days Tmin and negative significant 
anomalies for 1-day Tmax for landslides (see Figs. S1 and S2 in the 
Supporting Information). As anticipated, the case of debris flows is 
rather interesting and will be examined in more detail in the following 
section. 

5.3. The case of debris flows 

Debris/mud flows are related to widespread temperature anomalies 
at all temporal scales. This is in line with the results of previous works 
based on ground observations, where temperature was recognized to 
have a possible role in the initiation and preparation phase (Paranunzio 
et al., 2019; Ponziani et al., 2020). However, these studies could not find 
any signal of the impact of daily precipitation on the occurrence of these 
events. This is unsettling, as water is a necessary ingredient for the 
triggering of debris flows, and precipitation is the typical source (Guz-
zetti et al., 2008; Jomelli et al., 2019). As mentioned above, this may be 
due to the known inability of rain gauges to represent debris-flow trig-
gering rainfall (e.g., Marra et al., 2016; Destro et al., 2017). Indeed, this 
issue is not present anymore in our results based on satellite precipita-
tion estimates, as these estimates are able to better capture rainfall 
events with large spatial variability (Marra et al., 2017). 

Fig. 7 shows the percentiles of precipitation at daily scale computed 
by using IMERG against observations. Here we focus on debris/mud 
flows, which are mainly rainfall-induced processes for which previous 
studies based on in-situ data showed no significant anomaly in the 
triggering precipitation (R at 1 day). The figure clearly shows that in 

Fig. 3. Boxplots showing the distribution of the percentiles computed for the catalogue 1 for in situ and gridded-based variables (i.e., E-OBS and IMERG) across the 
main typologies of process considered in this study. Red boxplots indicate significant positive (+) anomalies (percentile above or equal to 0.9, 90th percentile), blue 
boxplots indicate significant negative (− ) anomalies (below or equal to 0.1, 10th percentile), green boxplot indicate significant both positive and negative anomalies 
(+/− ) in the considered variables. The numbers above/below the boxplots indicate, for each variable, the number of positive/negative anomalies out of the total 
number of events (indicated in the boxplot title). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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almost all the cases, IMERG is able to detect precipitation when the 
stations are not. This is true for all processes, but particularly for debris/ 
mud flows, with a large number of cases in which the precipitation 
anomaly is >0.9 although the stations observed no precipitation. In just 
4 cases IMERG could not detect precipitation that the stations detected, 
but in none of those, the anomaly was higher than 0.9. 

6. Discussion 

In this study, we discuss the potential of open gridded climate 
datasets as a surrogate of ground-based measurements for the detection 
of meteorological anomalies leading to the initiation of geomorphic 
hazards in mountainous regions. In the sections below, we discuss the 
potential of open-access gridded datasets, along with a critical analysis 
of the major outcomes and insights for future studies. 

6.1. The potential of open gridded meteorological datasets 

The statistical significance of the meteorological anomalies associ-
ated with a given geomorphic hazard have been assessed here for the 
first time. It revealed that some variables are particularly relevant in the 
initiation/preparation phase of a specific process. While we should keep 
in mind that statistical significance is not proof of a cause-and-effect 
relationship, it is important to highlight the importance of this step to-
ward a critical assessment of the possible relations between meteoro-
logical anomalies and hazards. We acknowledge that, in a generalized 
context of climate change and rising temperatures, it is not straightfor-
ward to address the physical relation between temperature anomalies 
and slope failure occurrence. Nevertheless, recent studies agree that 
neglecting the behavior of such non-ordinary conditions in the 

triggering/preparatory phase of mass-wasting processes may lead to 
misleading process interpretation. It is thus crucial to focus future efforts 
on the most relevant variables and, mostly, temporal scales. To account 
for this issue, we included only variables for which a physical relation-
ship to slope failure occurrence has already been established in previous 
studies on the topic. 

The quantitative assessment included in this study allowed us to 
quantitatively compare the results based on ground-based and gridded 
datasets. In the case of air temperature, some deficiencies between sta-
tion data and interpolated datasets are revealed when compared to each 
other. For instance, in-situ stations reveal some significant positive 
anomalies which interpolated datasets do not reveal. One possible 
explanation can be the altitude mismatch between the station and the 
nearest grid point (Krauskopf and Huth, 2020), although the limited 
(even if relatively large) number of events creates challenges for the 
assessment of this statistical significance. Moreover, the time-varying 
number of stations used in the interpolation can introduce an artificial 
trend (Krauskopf and Huth, 2020). However, the interpolation proced-
ure is beneficial for many reasons, since it provides a more regular and 
complete coverage of the area of interest and thus a more accurate 
assessment of temperature anomalies (Cornes et al., 2018; Haylock 
et al., 2008). 

Anomalies missed by local weather stations tend to be associated 
with local small convective storms characterized by high temporal and 
spatial variability at sub-daily scale. As demonstrated by Marra et al. 
(2016), on average, the event-cumulated rainfall field presents a local 
peak corresponding or close to the debris flow initiation area with rain 
depth showing a systematic underestimation with the distance, from 
70% to 40% at respectively 5 and 10 km distance from the initiation 
area. This rainfall decay becomes stronger with short-duration rainfall 

Fig. 4. Boxplots showing the distribution of the percentiles computed for the catalogue 1 for in situ and ERA5 variables across the main typologies of process 
considered in this study. Red boxplots indicate significant positive (+) anomalies (percentile above or equal to 0.9, 90th percentile), blue boxplots indicate significant 
negative (− ) anomalies (below or equal to 0.1, 10th percentile), green boxplot indicate significant both positive and negative anomalies (+/− ) in the considered 
variables. The numbers above/below the boxplots indicate, for each variable, the number of positive/negative anomalies out of the total number of events (indicated 
in the boxplot title). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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events. This implies that short-duration precipitation events which led 
to debris flows are affected by larger underestimation when measured 
away from the initiation area. The results confirm our working hy-
pothesis that satellite estimates can capture precipitation events with 
high spatial variability at sub-daily scale such as the convective storms 
typically associated with rainfall-induced events like debris flows and 
mudflows (Marc et al., 2022). In particular, the ability of satellites to 
sample the atmosphere in a rather continuous way at a fine spatial and 
temporal (sub-daily) resolution allows one to detect precipitation 
anomalies for a number of debris/mud flows events for which in-situ 
measurements reported no precipitation over the entire day (e.g., see 
Marra et al., 2017). 

So far, satellite-based rainfall estimates have been scarcely exploited 
for predicting the spatiotemporal occurrence of geomorphic hazards. 
Some scepticism could be related to e.g., the timeliness and spatiotem-
poral resolution, which make ground-based measurements always 
preferred for geomorphic hazards studies instead (Brunetti et al., 2018). 
But the main issue concerning their use is the relatively low quantitative 
accuracy. Inaccurate data cannot be used as input of physically-based 
hydrological and/or geotechnical models, and cannot be used together 
with other data sources in statistical models such as the one used here. 
We acknowledge that, when making comparison among climate vari-
ables derived from different products, some issue related to the spatial 
scale mismatch can emerge, due to the different resolution and data 
source and to the spatiotemporal characteristics of the rainfall events 
(Brunetti et al., 2018; Marra et al., 2016). Since observations are ob-
tained by point measurements while gridded products provide spatially 
averaged measurement at the pixel scale, some differences are to be 
expected. However, quantitative uncertainty is less of a problem for 
statistical models based on percentiles and anomalies, such as the one 

used here, since it allows to remove bias in the absolute rainfall esti-
mates and variability among different products (Marc et al., 2022). 

We found that ERA5 could reproduce temperature anomalies 
appropriately, with performance similarly to the one of E-OBS. This 
confirms that modern global reanalysis can reproduce air temperature 
anomalies satisfactorily, and can be used as an alternative to in-situ 
observations to detect non-ordinary temperature values, as already re-
ported by previous studies (Schlögel et al., 2020). It is to be noted, 
however, that recent studies showed that reanalyses may perform worse 
at reproducing air temperature in winter and at high elevations 
(Scherrer, 2020). Additionally, the presence of complex terrain (such as 
in the Alps or mountainous areas in general) could affect the perfor-
mance of ERA5 (Velikou et al., 2022). This is not particularly prob-
lematic for studies focusing on percentile anomalies like this, but 
caution should be taken when using absolute values of reanalysis- 
derived air temperatures in remote and scarcely instrumented high- 
mountain regions. 

On the other hand, ERA5 was found to miss several of the significant 
precipitation anomalies at the weekly scale, especially in the case of 
mainly rainfall-induced processes like landslides and blockfalls. 
Conversely, these anomalies could be well detected by IMERG. This is in 
line with recent studies which suggest that satellite-based products tend 
to outperform ERA5 model simulations in mountain areas for what 
concerns the frequency of daily precipitation intensities at the daily 
scale (Zhou et al., 2023). According to some authors, this is to be 
ascribed to ERA5 limitations at reproducing the diurnal cycle of pre-
cipitation, such as the time of the daily peak or other variations in the 
magnitude and amplitude of the and diurnal cycle (Lavers et al., 2022). 
This is related to the resolution of the ERA5 simulations, which does not 
resolve the convective processes that are critical for heavy precipitation 

Fig. 5. Boxplots showing the distribution of the percentiles computed for the extended catalogue 2 for gridded-based variables only (i.e., E-OBS and IMERG) across 
the main typologies of process considered in this study. Red boxplots indicate significant positive (+) anomalies (percentile above or equal to 0.9, 90th percentile), 
blue boxplots indicate negative (− ) anomalies (below or equal to 0.1, 10th percentile), green boxplot indicate both significant positive and anomalies (+/− ) in the 
considered variables. The numbers above/below the boxplots indicate, for each variable, the number of positive/negative anomalies out of the total number of events 
(indicated in the boxplot title). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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at short time scales. Another potential issue is related to the represen-
tation of specific precipitation events. Reanalysis and high-resolution 
models in general, can reproduce the climatology of heavy precipita-
tion relatively accurately (in terms of reproduction of the magnitude, 
peak time and diurnal cycles variation, Lavers et al., 2022), but fail at 
reproducing the exact location and track of convective events due to the 
intrinsic chaotic nature of atmospheric dynamics, and to the large scale- 

mismatch between the synoptic-scale forcing of extreme events and the 
local nature of convective processes. This is true even for models 
running at a convection permitting resolution (e.g., Rinat et al., 2021). 
Conversely, satellite-based products provide a real-world observational 
perspective (i.e., an observation of what occurred), although indirect 
and sometimes inaccurate, and therefore have a relatively good capa-
bility to detect location and track of storms even for relatively small- 
scale precipitation events. In addition to this, satellite-based precipita-
tion products have a uniform data handling and structure, which pro-
vide consistent long-term records at the quasi-global scale. 

Overall, our results show that IMERG and E-OBS are able to provide 
information on precipitation and temperature anomalies, respectively, 
that is comparable to, and in some cases better than, the one provided by 
in-situ observations and model reanalyses. Open-access gridded datasets 
can thus be used to complement or replace in-situ data in studies linking 
meteorological anomalies with the occurrence of geomorphic hazards. 

6.2. Effect of anomalies on the triggering/preparatory phase 

At a regional scale, it is complex to differentiate between triggering 
and preparatory factors and to clearly identify the main responsible for 
the failures. This needs to be investigated in the light of the spatial and 
temporal conditions of the mass wasting processes and along with the 
geomorphological and lithological context (e.g., Jomelli et al., 2019; 
Tiranti et al., 2023). Therefore, we focus here on the different categories 
of hazards in general, with the aim of investigating how gridded datasets 
may replace or complement in-situ observations. 

In the case of rockfalls, temperature anomalies are significant at all 
the temporal scales. These hazards are strongly temperature-related, as 
found using in-situ estimates (Paranunzio et al., 2019) and in line with 

Fig. 6. Boxplots showing the distribution of the percentiles computed for the extended catalogue 2 for ERA5 variables only across the main typologies of process 
considered in this study. Red boxplots indicate significant positive (+) anomalies (percentile above or equal to 0.9, 90th percentile), blue boxplots indicate negative 
(− ) anomalies (below or equal to 0.1, 10th percentile), green boxplot indicate both significant positive and anomalies (+/− ) in the considered variables. The 
numbers above/below the boxplots indicate, for each variable, the number of positive/negative anomalies out of the total number of events (indicated in the boxplot 
title). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Percentiles of precipitation at daily scale (R1) computed by employing 
satellite-based products (IMERG) and in-situ data for debris/mud flows (DF). 
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other studies on the topic (Bajni et al., 2021). High temperatures affect 
the cryosphere and related slope-stability dynamics by influencing near- 
surface processes at shorter time scales, and in-depth processes at longer 
temporal scales, and by enhancing active layer thickening or causing 
precipitation to fall as rain rather than as snow (Paranunzio et al., 2016). 
Results highlight that rockfalls occur especially at the highest ranges of 
elevation in summer and late spring. Gridded estimates confirm that 
precipitation seems not to be particularly relevant for these processes 
except for the weekly scale. The increasing susceptibility observed at 
high altitudes is coherent with the findings of Bajni et al. (2021) and 
Messenzehl et al. (2017). In particular, the latter speculates that the 
increasing rockfall frequency could be due to permafrost degradation, 
causing build-up pressure and water seepage similarly to freeze-thaw 
cycles leading to rock mass destabilization in depths (D'Amato et al., 
2016). According to the summer air temperature trend in the study areas 
(Nigrelli and Chiarle, 2023), we expect that in the future climate change, 
by anticipating snow-melting, enhancing thawing of the active layer and 
glacier shrinkage over time, could make slopes more exposed to insta-
bility and these events occur on a longer time period during the year 
(Bajni et al., 2021; Viani et al., 2020). 

A relevant number of occurrences are documented in spring autumn 
as well. In spring, the major role of precipitation emerges. Events 
occurred in autumn are characterized by anomalies in temperature at 
the short-term, in combination or not with precipitation (1 and 7 days), 
as observed in previous studies (Paranunzio et al., 2019). Recent studies 
(Haberkorn et al., 2021; Magnin et al., 2015) reported prolonged periods 
of permafrost active layer thawing in steep alpine rock walls; thawing 
continues steadily during summer and autumn until reaching its 
maximum depths in the late autumn, when the ground surface is already 
in freezing conditions. This situation can favor build-up pressure in the 
slope up to the failure. The role of temperature is even more evident for 
winter events, although the relation with short-term temperature 
anomalies is less clear to explain, also due to the very limited sample size 
in this season; thus, any outcome should thus be considered carefully. As 
for autumn events, short-term warm conditions may cause and accel-
erate snowmelt; this water input could potentially contribute to water- 
pressure build-up, able to trigger mass-wasting processes on unstable 
slopes. 

Blockfalls and landslides show statistically significant wide-spread 
precipitation anomalies at all temporal scales. Antecedent precipita-
tion conditions are found to be significantly associated with such 
geomorphic hazards. They can be considered as a proxy of antecedent 
soil moisture, which may decrease the amount of shorter-term precipi-
tation needed to trigger shallow landslides (Iverson, 2000). 

Debris/mudflows require, by definition, large amounts of water. 
They are mainly driven by precipitation, even if temperature anomalies 
look to be significant in their initiation or preparation, as also shown by 
in-situ based results (Jomelli et al., 2019; Paranunzio et al., 2019). 
Recent studies confirm the correlation between long-lasting periods of 
high temperature and debris flow occurrence during the summer months 
(Ponziani et al., 2023). Both in-situ and gridded data catch a significant 
precipitation anomaly at daily and weekly scale. The former appears to 
be uniformly distributed while the latter detect anomalies in a relevant 
number of cases where weather stations detected no rainfall. Not- 
ordinary temperature values may be related to enhanced convective 
activity, with increased rainfall intensities also at high elevations 
(Molnar et al., 2015). In addition, temperature-related processes like 
ground-ice/snow melt, frost-weathering permafrost degradation and 
superficial runoff may contribute to saturate the debris and contribute to 
make its mobilisation easier (Ponziani et al., 2023; Savi et al., 2021). In 
fact, debris flow occurrence is not driven only by availability of water, 
but also of debris from e.g., channel/scarp bed erosion and mass-wasting 

processes. At high elevation-sites, an important sediment source is 
represented by postglacial deposits as well (Turconi et al., 2010). 

6.3. Incompleteness of the geomorphic hazard catalogues 

A common issue that arises when working with geomorphic hazards 
inventories is the completeness of the catalogues. We acknowledge that 
the geomorphic events gathered in the catalogue only represent a 
limited sample of all the hazards that occurred during the analysed time 
period in the area and that the availability of recorded geomorphic 
hazards events has been significantly increased in the last years. This 
bias could affect conclusions in respect of change in natural hazard 
occurrence with climate change. For this reason, we limited our analysis 
to the last decades, in which more information and documentation on 
such events is available. Nevertheless, the methodological approach 
used here does not require the geomorphic hazard catalogue to be 
exhaustive in order to detect meteorological anomalies. The procedure 
adopted to collect data meets reliability and quality requirements 
(Brunetti et al., 2015; Turconi et al., 2014). In this framework, satellite 
Earth observation data could represent a good option to complement the 
information of geomorphic hazard catalogues especially at high- 
elevation, where the existing inventories are limited (Schlögel et al., 
2020). To this end, the temporal resolution of the information on haz-
ards occurrence retrieved by satellite imaging is a major issue in the 
framework of the analysis included in this study, which needs at least a 
daily accuracy to be performed. Looking at Fig. 1, it can be seen a non- 
homogenous geographical distribution of geomorphic hazardous events. 
This is due, as examples, to the different geomorphological and 
geological conditions of the Alpine sectors (e.g., different slope steep-
ness and susceptibility), landslide occurrence in highly remote areas 
(and thus hardly documented), presence/absence of efficient regional 
databases and portals (providing updated data). In this framework, the 
use of open climate data can increase the exploitation of fragmented 
catalogues in remote regions worldwide. 

7. Conclusions 

We explore the possibility of using open-access gridded datasets of 
meteorological variables (precipitation and temperature) as a surrogate 
of in-situ observations to detect meteorological anomalies responsible 
for the preparation or initiation of geomorphic hazards in high- 
mountain regions. We base our analysis on a consolidated statistical 
approach for the detection of meteorological anomalies in the lead up of 
the initiation of geomorphic hazards and of a vast inventory of 
geomorphic hazards occurred at high elevation in the Italian Alps. We 
propose a simple method to quantify the statistical significance of a 
detected anomaly, and we explore the potential of open gridded datasets 
to provide improved information on the triggering factors in the case of 
precipitation-driven hazards such as debris flows and mudflows. Our 
findings can be summarised in two key points: 

● Open gridded datasets represent a valid surrogate for in-situ obser-
vations. The statistical significance of the paired gridded and 
observed-based percentiles is often met, although it is not always 
guaranteed. The observed mismatches are likely due to sampling 
limitations, especially in the case of geomorphic hazards with small 
sample size. 

● Satellite estimates are crucial in capturing the triggering precipita-
tion at daily scale in some rainfall-induced processes, and are able to 
detect anomalies that are not sampled by in-situ observation or 
model reanalyses. This confirms our working hypothesis, and relates 
to the ability of satellites to capture precipitation events with high 
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spatial variability, such as the convective storms typically associated 
with debris flows and mudflows. Using IMERG, we could detect 
precipitation anomalies at the daily scale for a number of debris/mud 
flows for which in-situ measurements reported low precipitation or 
even no precipitation. 

Overall, the information retrieved using gridded datasets can prove 
valuable for improving our knowledge on the relation between meteo-
rological anomalies and geomorphic hazard initiation. Using open 
gridded datasets can greatly speed-up data retrieval and analysis, 
allowing for a greater exploitation of available landslide catalogues. This 
is relevant for remote and/or scarcely gauged regions where weather 
stations are lacking or not representative of the triggering area and when 
in-situ measurements show significant inhomogeneities and gaps. The 
presented results pave the way to future wide-scale applications, which 
could help us better understand the relations between meteorological 
anomalies and associated hazards, and thus derive causative links pre-
paratory and triggering factors and hazards. 
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